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Arizona Tile: Fresh New Surfaces for 2020
At the start of a new year, Arizona Tile continues to stock the most distinctive materials in the
design industry. Supported by ever-developing technology and innovation, strategically sourced
materials have kept Arizona Tile at the forefront of design trends. Many materials can now be
created to look like less durable counterparts or in unique shapes and tile formats. While
one-of-a-kind, attractive, and resilient materials have always been highly desirable for design
renovation and new builds, Arizona Tile continues to be a trailblazer; stocking exclusive and
awe-inspiring surfaces. Included are some of the top trends in tile, stone, and quartz, set for release in 2020.

New Tile Series
Completa Series- Stone Tile
The Completa Series is a collection of Natural
Stone Mosaics & Mesh Mounts that are offered
in six color collections, each with more than
five mesh variations. Each variation is artistically
crafted, with exclusive materials strategically
arranged to display the material in unique and
breathtaking patterns.

CS-Bianco Venatino Lotus

CS-Calacatta Gris Lotus

CS-Deep Blue Lotus

CS-Sky Blue Lotus

CS-Skyline Lotus

CS-Terra Nova Lotus

The tiles within each sheet of marble are intentionally
designed so the organic veining and details

Completa Series shown in CS-Bianco Venatino Lotus

of each tile, artistically compliment the adjacent piece.
Arizona Tile carries CS-Bianco Venatino in six size options, as well as three non-mesh tile sizes. Each color
variation is clean and timeless, complimenting infinite
design styles.

Vetri Series- Porcelain
Vetri is a rectified glazed porcelain, created to give the
illusion of a polished, glass surface. The edges of each tile
are tinted a darker color, adding dimension and depth. This
detail combined with the series’ polished surface makes the
pieces look like glass. Unlike glass however, Vetri maintains
all of the durable characteristics of porcelain and can be
used in installations not suitable for glass. Arizona Tile carries
Vetri in five colors and three sizes. It also has an available trim.

Pave Series- Porcelain
Pave is an Italian-made, Rectified Color Body Porcelain. It is
offered in five colors and two sizes, each size versatile enough
to be used in a variety of installations. As a porcelain product,
it is suitable for residential and commercial applications alike,
and requires minimal maintenance. It is offered in a 12 × 24
rectangular tile, as well as a 2 × 2 mosaic, making it even more
adaptable to various styles. The available colors are crisp
and modern, adding an understated elegance to any design.

New Stone
Arabescato Bianco- Agglomerate Marble
Arabescato Bianco is a white Agglomerate Marble. It is
comprised of small pieces of white marble set amongst a
white resin background. Pieces of marble are tumbled to
smooth their edges and later added to resin. Its creamy
white color may have areas of gold or oxidation, adding
to its nostalgic character and retro flair. Arizona Tile carries
Arabescato Bianco in 2cm slabs as well as 24 × 24 inch tiles.

Artemis- Quartzite
Artemis is a cool grey quartzite quarried from a bedrock
quarry in Brazil. Its light background color sets a magnificent
backdrop for a series of distinctive dark grey veining.
Occasional areas of blue add to the slabs uniqueness,
making Artemis a breathtaking display of natural art. Arizona
Tile carries Artemis in 2 and 3cm stone slabs.
Fantasy Ocean- Quartzite
Fantasy Ocean is a quartzite from India with a blue-grey
tone. Its light background color provides a stark contrast
to its varying black veins, dispersed throughout. Due to
its hardness, it is well suited for kitchen countertop use.
Arizona Tile carries Fantasy Ocean in 2 and 3cm stone slabs
and is stocked in polished and satin finishes.
Lavezzi- Quartzite
Lavezzi is a creamy white quartzite with striking grey and
gold veining throughout. This detail gives the material a
luxurious appeal, adding sophistication to any installation.
While it resembles many of the Italian Calacatta marbles in
appearance, it is much harder and more durable. Arizona
Tile carries Lavezzi in 2 and 3cm stone slabs.

New Quartz
Linea- Quartz
Linea is a pure white quartz with an occasional greige pattern. Its subtle detailing gives the material a
clean, yet sophisticated appeal, lending to traditional and contemporary installations alike. Though it
gives the appearance of natural marble, as a quartz material, it is far more durable. Arizona Tile carries
Linea in 2 and 3 cm slabs.

Arco- Quartz
Arco is a white quartz with a webbed grey pattern and tiny
grey speckles strewn throughout. Its variation in small details
give the material a realistic look of natural stone, mimicking
the look of marble. Arizona Tile carries Arco in 2 and 3cm
slabs in both honed and polished finishes.
Elegance Ash- Quartz
Elegance Ash is a warm grey quartz with a static pattern of
small, clear speckles throughout. This muted detail gives
the material subtle dimension, adding character to its
otherwise plain background. Arizona Tile carries Elegance
Ash in 2 and 3cm slabs.
Opaline Satin- Quartz
Opaline Satin is a white quartz with a satin finish. Its finish
gives the material a muted look, while its color gives it the
versatility to be used in a variety of installations. Arizona Tile
carries Opaline Satin in 2 and 3cm slabs. It is also available
in a polished finish.

About Arizona Tile
Founded in 1977 in San Diego, California, Arizona Tile has grown into a nationally
recognized
commercial and residential distributor with twenty seven locations in eight Western states.
Arizona Tile is one of the largest independently-owned importers of stone in the United States, offering
more than 300 varieties of granite, marble, quartzite, limestone and travertine, over 65 colors of Della Terra®
Quartz, plus unique glass mosaics, porcelain tile and other design creations. Founded by John Huarte,
former NFL player and Heisman Trophy winner, the company is still family-owned after more than 40 years.

